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Two experiments were carried out to test speed perception dependency on field of view
(FoV), virtual road markings (VRMs), and presentation orders. The primary purpose was
to examine how the extent of the optic flow (foremost peripherally–vertically) informs
the driver about egospeed. A second purpose was to examine different task demands
and stimulus characteristics supporting rhythm-based versus energy-based processing. A
third purpose was to examine speed changes indicative of changes in motion sensitivity.
Participants were tested in a car simulator, with FoV resembling low front-door windows,
and with VRMs inside the car. Three main results were found. Larger FoV, both horizontally
and peripherally–vertically, significantly reduced participants’ speed, as did VRMs.
Delineator posts and road center lines were used for participants’ rhythm-based process-
ing, when the task was to drive at target speeds. Rich motion-flow cues presented initially
resulted in lower egospeed in subsequent conditions with relatively less motion-flow cues.
The practical implication is that non-iconic, naturalistic and intuitive interfaces can effec-
tively instill spontaneous speed adaptation in drivers.
� 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Imagine that you are driving your car at a steady pace. Suddenly the entire car becomes invisible, entailing an expanded
and coherent visual scene of the immediate surroundings of the car. Then you would probably experience a sensation of sud-
den acceleration and realize how fast you are actually travelling. That is, with such an expanded field of view (FoV) not only
the velocity field of nearby located moving visual elements involving a higher velocity is revealed (e.g. Nakayama, 1985), but
also ambient vision (e.g. Leibowitz & Post, 1982; Milner & Goodale, 2006), or predominately motion-sensitive peripheral
vision, is more engaged in the visual perception of travelling speed.

Some robust cues to own speed are reduced or lost when the field of view is restricted. The main objective for drivers is to
drive safely, and keeping proper speed and distance are crucial for this. With reduced FoV, the visual perception of own
speed is such that speed appears to be slower than it actually is (Lestienne, Soechting, & Berthoz, 1977; Osaka, 1988;
Salvatore, 1968, 1969). As a consequence, speed estimation, which is needed for proper adaption of speed, has to rely more
on learning and top-down processing. That is, if FoV is restricted, this can have a negative effect on traffic safety because
keeping proper speed is typically made more difficult (less stimulus-driven, more top-down driven) for the drivers.
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The fastest visual flux of motion along the road plane is straight beneath the driver, if there should be no car floor
obstructing sight. Most cars have their windows placed at relatively even height, at about chest to shoulder height for an
average driver. The design is thus such that the FoV longitudinally–vertically (i.e., forward–downward) is restricted by
the bonnet, dashboard, and floor, and laterally–vertically (i.e., sideways–downward) primarily by the door sides and floor.

When we walk and look straight ahead without moving our heads and keeping gaze fixed straight forward, the maximum
visual angle is about 190� horizontally (left and right), 60� upwards, and 75� downwards; slightly more if we allow for the
gaze to vary, up to about 220� horizontally. That is, the limit of the visual field allows us to see the ground closer than about
one meter ahead of us and to the sides. By moving just the head, we can also see straight down and slightly backward. How-
ever, standard design of cars restricts the FoV drastically, by blocking vision of the road surface (ground plane) forward and
sideways by several meters. This means that from the restricted FoV alone, some optic information is lost such that the driver
typically perceives speed as slower than it actually is. Also, adapting to proper speed may become more perceptually and
cognitively demanding, and variation in preferred speed – both between and within drivers – may be larger than it ideally
should be for traffic safety. The effects of restricted FoV on perceived speed are most likely, to some extent, counteracted by
stimulation of other sensory systems such as the auditory, tactile and vestibular systems (i.e., stimulation by sound, bodily
pressure and vibration, and (non-visual) angular and linear acceleration). However, as driving has become more comfortable
by better roads, better suspension, improved noise reduction, et cetera, the restricted FoV by inherent design probably
decreases sensitivity to speed considerably. Speed is generally underestimated by about 20% in modern cars (Schütz
et al., 2015; see also Evans, 1970, 2004; Recarte & Nunes, 1996). It may also be noted that speed is underestimated in car
simulators (e.g., Fischer, Eriksson, & Oeltze, 2012; Hurwitz & Knobler, 2007), which suggests that motion cues are less dis-
tinct. Underestimation of speed is also a function of driving at constant speed, such that driving at constant speed for a longer
period of time generally causes the speed perception to decline, due to motion adaptation (e.g., Goldstein, 1957; Hietanen,
Crowder, & Ibbotson, 2008; Thompson, 1981). Furthermore, the trend in car design for the last decades has been to minimize
glass areas. This is presumably for aesthetical and aerodynamical reasons, as well as to reduce noise and to improve passive
safety in case of collisions. However, the drawback is that FoV of the external environment is reduced.

In a static environment, and from a fixed point of view, there is of course no motion within the FoV. That is, all objects
remain at the same positions, both relative to the ‘‘edges” of the FoV, and relative to each other. When travelling forward,
most objects within the FoV change positions and relative sizes change as functions of trajectory and velocity. The flux in
the visual stimuli can be explained as an optic flow field (see e.g., Gibson, 1950, 1958, 1966, 1979; Lee, 1980; Warren,
1990). Further, motion perception can be described as energy based and feature based, respectively. The faster the speed,
the greater the energy in the flow field, with faster overall speed of objects across the flow field, and greater speed difference
between objects from motion parallax. Edge rate, or discontinuity rate (Owen, Wolpert, & Owen, 1983) of features can be
used as a rhythm to detect velocity change, provided that the visual density (i.e., the pattern) is regular. The regular pattern
(e.g., road markings) can thereby be defined as the signal or basic rhythm, whereas the irregular pattern (e.g., road surface
texture) can be defined as noise. Thus, the visual scene usually provides cues to speed both as energy (cf. Adelson & Bergen,
1985) and rhythm (of features, cf. Braddick, 1980; Cavanagh, 1992; Cavanaugh & Mather, 1989; see also Smith & Ledgeway,
2001).

1.1. Sensitivity to motion in focal versus peripheral vision

Central vision is superior to peripheral vision with regard to spatial resolution and color sensitivity. Spatial resolution
drops off drastically outside of the fovea, but the ability to process motion decreases far less into the peripheral retina
(e.g., Johansson, 1977; Johansson & Börjeson, 1989). Peripheral vision also contributes to speed perception. Narrow-FoV optic
flow (i.e., without peripheral view) is perceived as slower than it actually is (e.g., Brandt, Dichgans, & Koenig, 1973; Lestienne
et al., 1977; Pretto, Ogier, Bülthoff, & Bresciani, 2009). Peripheral vision is more sensitive to detect dim light in the dark, and
is also better than foveal vision for detecting flicker for large fields, but worse for detecting flicker in small fields (see Abney;
Granit & Harper; Hylkema, as cited in Tyler, 1985). Pretto et al. (2009) showed that motion presented in only peripheral FoV
(i.e., with the central region occluded) resulted in overestimation of speed as compared to a standard stimulus with full FoV.
In essence, whereas peripheral vision is characterized by low spatial resolution and color sensitivity it shows high temporal
resolution and contrast sensitivity (i.e., it is relatively sensitive to motion and flicker). As such, and covering the most part of
the visual field, it typically contributes significantly to speed perception.

1.2. Types of processing in speed perception

When presented with the task to perceive or estimate the speed of how fast one is travelling, based on just the optic flow,
the driver can hypothetically solve the task in two main ways. One is to solve the task based on the features of the motion,
such as the rhythm of regularly spaced objects. If the driver decides to be careful about not driving too fast (e.g., keeping at or
just below the speed limit, or to a target speed), then delineator posts and road markings are informative (as taught in driving
schools) for estimating speed, for example by counting time between the delineator posts that pass by (e.g., Larish & Flach,
1990). Since FoV does not affect the rhythm by which delineator posts and other regular objects pass by, it should have a
minimal effect on speed, both perceived and produced. The other main type of speed perception is energy based, whereby
the percept can be thought of as a function of the total amount of motion within the visual field. Since velocity in the central
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FoV is minimal, whereas it is maximal in extreme-peripheral FoV, energy-based speed perception should be greatly affected
by manipulations of FoV.

Counting the pace or matching the rhythm of regular objects is a systematic tactic which requires explicit attention (cf.
Cavanagh, 1992), and is therefore hypothetically more effortful than using the visual flow for energy-based speed perception.
The latter draws upon the gut feeling” of speed, as a Gestalt. When the flow is faster, there is more information to process per
time unit, and the perceiver might experience that the speed approaches or exceeds what feels comfortable, due to percep-
tual load or saturation. The optic flow might also become perceptually demanding to process for action coupling, such that
the margin for error decreases in case of something unexpected occurring (e.g. an animal jumping onto the road). This type of
processing might underlie how fast a driver likes to drive in order for speed to be subjectively comfortable and safe enough
for the physical circumstances that the driver experiences and predicts (cf. target risk, Wilde, 1982).

1.3. Challenges for presentation quality in research on visual speed perception in vehicles

In experiments on how aspects of optic flow affect speed perception, it is preferable to eliminate cues from other sensory
modalities (i.e., acoustic, tactile, and vestibular cues). Moving the perceiver physically (e.g., in a car that rolls) would entail
some degree of acoustic, tactile, and vestibular cues. Optic display by projectors or monitors allows presentation of just the
visual stimuli, via computers.

Visual presentation with computer monitors and projectors has other drawbacks, however. The three-dimensional real
world is reduced to two dimensions, whereby depth cues of depicted environment from accommodation, vergence, head
movement, and binocular disparity are lost. Distance (or focus distance) to the display area maymatter for experience of vec-
tion (i.e., the illusion of self-motion as if the vestibular system were stimulated) and simulator sickness (e.g., Renner,
Velichovsky, & Helmert, 2013; Bridgeman, Blaesi, & Campusano, 2014). The presentation rate in terms of how many picture
updates, images or ”frames” per time unit (usually referred to as frames per second or fps) can potentially also be problematic.
In real life, movement is usually smooth and continuous, whereas it is displayed as a series of still images on a computermon-
itor or projector screen, giving the illusion of movement. With too low temporal resolution (i.e., presentation rate), the move-
ment can appear as jerky or blurry, or both. There might also be aliasing effects such as the wagon-wheel effect, and fast optic
cues that contribute to effortless and accurate perception can be lost (Lidestam, 2014). Further, motion stutter may result if
the demands for rendering the images at a certain rate are exceeded. Failure to present motion in a naturalistic fashion may
also cause simulator sickness. With regard to differential effects on focal and peripheral vision in a wide FoV when gaze is
directed forward (toward the horizon), the fastest flux of the optic flow is in the extreme-peripheral FoV. There spatial reso-
lution is low – but sensitivity to flicker and movement is relatively high (e.g., Tyler, 1985). It is therefore important to present
the optic flowwith as high temporal resolution as possible for peripheral vision. In the present experiments, monitors with as
high refresh rate as possible (at the time of project planning, late 2014) were used, primarily to reducemotion artifacts in ver-
tical–peripheral FoV, where the velocity of objects across the monitors was highest, due to their proximity to the viewer.

1.4. Purpose

The primary basic research purpose was to examine how the extent of the optic flow, presented with varying FoV, informs
the perceiver on velocity of own vehicle. Specifically, the purpose was to test the effect of added optic flow peripherally–ver
tically, whereby the road surface closer to the sides of the perceiver (driver) can be seen. The tandem applied research pri-
mary purpose was to test the design of a car with low front-door windows, and a prototype of virtual road markings (VRMs)
that use light emitting diodes (LEDs) for projecting the external road markings as if the door were transparent. The motiva-
tion was to explore the effectiveness of naturalistic and intuitive motion-feedback interfaces, in order to provide a basis (or
proof of concept) for the development of such interfaces.

A second purpose was to examine energy-based and rhythm-based processing, respectively, and whether the extent of
optic flow (from different FoV) and distinctiveness of rhythm-based cues (from VRMs) affect them in different ways. To this
purpose, the task demands were also varied. Target speeds were used to increase the likelihood of rhythm-based, whereas
subjectively preferred speed was used to increase the likelihood of energy-based processing.

A third purpose was to examine effects of prolonged (or repeated) exposure to motion on speed perception, and in com-
bination with the different levels of optic flow and distinctiveness of rhythm-based cues from FoV and VRMs. Increased driv-
ing speed is thereby assumed to reflect decreased motion sensitivity from motion adaptation, whereas decreased driving
speed is assumed to reflect increased motion sensitivity. To this purpose, effects of presentation order regarding levels of
enriched optic flow by FoV and VRMs, and interaction effects involving them, were studied.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Background and purpose

Experiment 1 served to test effects of FoV and virtual road markings (VRMs) on speed perception, in a task favoring
rhythm-based processing. Another purpose was to test effects of prolonged exposure by comparing order effects of VRMs.
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VRMs were activated on either the first or the second half of the main experiment, and mean speed from these two halves of
the two presentation orders were compared. Pre-test and post-test speeds where only one monitor was used (i.e., extremely
narrow FoV), in conjunction with VRMs, were also compared.

2.2. Participants

The objective was to get a relatively homogenous sample of drivers with regard to vision and driving experience, both of
which are correlated with age. Participants were recruited via e-mail lists for university courses. A total of n = 62 students
participated (28 males, 34 females), mean age was 24.2 years (SD = 3.0 years, range 20–36 years). They were rewarded with a
cinema ticket each. Written informed consent was obtained. The recruitment text stated that participants were required to
have normal or corrected-to-normal vision; no loss of visual field; and no neuropsychiatric diagnosis. They were required to
have a valid driving license for passenger cars, and to have a driving experience in the span of 1.000–15.000 km for the last
three years, and no year before that exceeding 30.000 km.

2.3. Materials

In order to isolate the effects of visual cues to speed, a driving simulator running on VTI’s proprietary simulation software
was used. There was no motion cueing or sound, and gear shifting was set to automatic. Steering was also disabled, such that
the car’s position in the lane was fixed to the middle of the lane. The fixed lateral position allowed the VRMs to be correctly
positioned against the road markings laterally at all times. It also allowed the participants to focus on the speed estimation
task. Further, lateral motion lag, which otherwise is unavoidable in driving simulation, was eliminated, decreasing the risk of
motion sickness. Finger buttons were used to trigger recording of momentary speed and onset of mean speed.

The car model used was modified to achieve faster acceleration and deceleration than standard cars. The road topography
was flat. The road was a rural road, modeled after a 9870 m long stretch through a pine forest in the south of Sweden. The
real-life speed limit is 90 kph. The road surface simulated asphalt with irregular grain. The lane width was 4 m. The central
lines on the road were 3 m long, with an interval of 9 m; edge lines were 1 m long with an interval of 2 m. All road markings
(lines) were 1 dm wide. There were delineator posts every 50 m. Objects at the sides of the road were only trees, made up of
crossed two-dimensional images of pine trees, 2–25 m in height. The vegetation object closest to the road was placed
13.25 m from the road (i.e., from center line of the road to the center of the object, such as a tree’s trunk). No other traffic,
pedestrians, animals, nor road crossings, were included. The car’s view had no rear view nor rear viewmirrors; all in order to
minimize processor demands, to allow as smooth motion as possible (i.e., minimal motion stutter).

White road markings on the road surface were the closest ’objects’ to be seen, and the road center line was about 1.65 m
away from the driver’s lateral position over the road. The length of an object displayed on the monitors is scaled by its length
multiplied by the ratio of distance to surface of display (77 cm) divided by distance to the object (165 cm). Therefore, when
the simulation displayed velocity forward by 120 kph, the velocity of the lines across the surface of the monitorwas 120 kph �
0.4667 (i.e., 77 / 165) = 56 kph. At 144 Hz, 56 kph shows displacement of the lines with 10.8 cm per screen update.

A PC workstation was used as a kernel computer. Five PC workstation computers with NVIDIA GeForce GTX970 4 GB
graphics cards were used for the graphics; one for the front monitor, one each for the two diagonal monitors, one for the
two peripheral view monitors on the left, and one for the two peripheral viewmonitors on the right. Graphics were rendered
at the monitors’ native resolution of 1920 � 1080 pixels. A configuration of seven 27-inch Philips 272G5DYEB monitors, dis-
playing 1920 � 1080 pixels at 144 Hz refresh rate and using Nvidia G-Sync, was used (see Fig. 1). The distance from the dri-
ver’s eyes to the front monitor was M = 91 cm, with slight adjustments of the driver’s seat allowed for the participants
(±10 cm). The viewing height was set to 115 cm, central in the front monitor (and hence in the entire upper row of five mon-
itors). Fig. 1 provides angles and distances for lateral–horizontal view (shown from a perspective above the seating position);
Fig. 2 for lateral–vertical view (shown from a perspective behind the seating position).

From a monocular view at the mean seat position 91 cm from the front monitor, the front monitor gave 35� horizontally,
and 24� vertically. With the two diagonal monitors, the horizontal viewing angle was 115�, while vertical viewing angle
remained at about 24�. With the entire top row of five monitors, the horizontal viewing angle was 199�, and up to about
28� vertically at the peripheral monitors (since distance to the peripheral monitors was shorter, 77 cm). With all seven mon-
itors, the vertical–peripheral viewing angle was about 50� (within a horizontal angle of about 44� peripherally on each side of
the field of view; –11� to 32� left; 148� to 191� right; with looking straight ahead as reference at 90�).

Five monitors resemble the view through the front and side windows of a standard car, while the seven-monitor view
simulates front side doors that are transparent down toward about 80 cm from the road surface on the right-hand side
and 27 cm above the ground on the left-hand side (as compared to about 109 and 92 cm, respectively, for the baseline
five-monitor block). One and three monitors, respectively, provide a narrower FoV than standard cars do. With the lower
peripheral monitors simulating lowwindows, the closest point of the road that can be observed is about 1.6 m away laterally
on the road surface. In comparison, the upper peripheral monitors do not allow a view of objects closer than about 7.9 m
away laterally.

The VRMs were 1 m long strips with 60 LEDs (Blinkinlabs, n.d.), with pulse width modulation at 400 Hz, using a refresh
rate of 200 Hz to represent the road markings at the same position as on, and in synchrony with, the lower peripheral mon-
itors (see Fig. 2), and extending the presentation forward as compared to the position of the monitors which were just 60 cm



Fig. 1. Experimental setup with field of view (FoV) by seven monitors, view from above.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup with field of view (FoV) by seven monitors, and position of virtual road markings (VRMs; Experiments 2–5), view from behind.
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wide, as compared to the LED strips’ effective length of 98 cm. The horizontal visual angle on each side by VRMs was about
65� (–9� to 56� left; 124� to 189� right).

2.4. Procedure

Instructions. ‘‘Your task is to drive at the target speed, that is, to keep the target speed as closely as possible. The target
speed will be presented on the front monitor. When you see the new target speed, click the left-hand button (marked with
red) to acknowledge that you know which target speed to aim for. Then accelerate or decelerate until you think that you
drive at the target speed, and then click the right-hand button (marked blue). Then measurement of the stretch begins.
The data measured is momentary speed when you click; mean speed during the 20 s that the target speed is to be main-
tained; and speed variation during the same stretch.” The participant was encouraged to use the brakes to slow down.
The participant was also encouraged to try to mimic real-life driving as well as possible by imagining having been driving
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for at least half an hour, such that ”counting the pace” (which draws on explicit-analytical mode of processing) should be
minimized.

Practice. First there was 30 s without instruction or feedback on the monitor, but with an active speedometer. The
speedometer was active also for the first 4 out of 13 trials (i.e., faded feedback). There was feedback at the bottom of the
front monitor for the first ten seconds of the speed maintenance phase (i.e., without feedback for the last half of the speed
maintenance phase). In order to give feedback to the participant to indicate that target speed was reached by clicking the
right-hand button (marked blue), a blue square was shown at the bottom of the front monitor until the button had been
clicked. The order of target speed was identical to that in the experiment proper for all participants. The final practice target
speed was 80 kph for all participants, to minimize a potential recency effect (speed bias or speed blindness) from the practice
phase.

Experiment trial. As pre-test (i.e., baseline) as well as post-test (i.e., follow-up), one monitor was used, to get an estimate
of how much an extremely narrow FoV affected speed estimation while at the same time provide an opportunity for assess-
ing a general trend from the difference between pre and post. The VRMs conditions (on first, off first), the FoV conditions
(with 3, 5, and 7 monitors), and the Target Speed order conditions (down first, up first) were completely balanced out,
whereby 24 (i.e., 3! � 2 � 2) presentation orders were used. (Target Speed order was counter balanced for generalizability
of the results, i.e., to obtain better estimates of the mean velocities, as the direction of speed change influences the perception
of current speed after acceleration or deceleration, see e.g. Salvatore, 1969; Sandin, Fischer, Eriksson, Augusto, & Nocentini,
2016.)

The task was to acknowledge the target speed presented on the front monitor, by clicking the left-hand button, get to the
target speed (i.e., accelerate or decelerate), and then to indicate that subjective target speed was reached by clicking the
right-hand button. The measurement of subjective target speed then begun and lasted for 20 s, until the next target speed
was presented.

Post-trial questionnaire. The post-trial questionnaire consisted of a rating scale for motion sickness (none [0%]; to worst
imaginable [100%]), and an open-ended question whether the participant used an explicit tactic to keep the correct velocity.
Mean total duration for a test session was 36 min.

2.5. Design

A 2 � 3 � 3 � 2 (VRMs: off, on; FoV: 3, 5, 7 monitors; Target Speed: 40, 80, 120 kph; VRMs Order: on-last, on-first) split-
plot factorial design was used in the experimental conditions, with VRMs Order as between-subjects variable, all other as
repeated measures. (Note: the three levels of Target Speed will henceforth be abbreviated as TS-40, TS-80, and TS-120.)
The design was blocked within subjects such that VRMs constituted the largest block (i.e., with VRMs switched on during
the first or second half of the experiment session), FoV blocked under VRMs, and Target Speed under FoV. A 2 � 3 � 2
(Pre–Post � Target Speed � VRMs Order) was used for the pre–post comparison, where only one monitor was used (for a
small FoV). The dependent variable was the mean speed by which the participant drove, recorded from when he or she
pressed the button to indicate that target speed was matched.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Main experiment

First, in order to test if the randomization into the two groups by VRMs Order was successful with regard to similar base-
line levels, baseline speeds in the one-monitor condition without VRMs were tested in a 3 � 2 split-plot factorial ANOVA
(Target Speed � VRMs Order). Neither VRMs Order, F(1, 60) = 0.85, p = .40, nor the interaction with Target Speed, F(2,
120) = 0.21, MSE = 103.77, p = .81, were significant, which facilitates interpretations of interactions involving VRMs Order.

For the conditions in the main experiment, a 2 � 3 � 3 � 2 split-plot factorial ANOVA (VRMs � FoV � Target
Speed � VRMs Order) was performed. The main objective was to test for main effects of FoV, VRMs, and VRMs Order. Target
Speed was not of theoretical interest in its ownmerit, as this variable was included mainly for enabling more realistic driving
with a step-up–step-down procedure forcing speed changes. As expected, Target Speed yielded distinctly different levels, F
(2, 120) = 697.17, MSE = 717.73, p < .001,g2

p = 0.92. Since Target Speed was of secondary interest, interactions with this vari-
able will only be presented and discussed at a more descriptive level. A secondary objective was to test for two-way inter-
action effects between the three variables of interest. Higher-order interactions will be presented and discussed, but just at a
descriptive level.

There was no main effect of VRMs (p = .21). However, there was a main effect of FoV, F(2, 120) = 5.80, MSE = 73.09,
p = .004, g2

p = 0.088. Post hoc tests revealed that three monitors resulted in higher speed than five monitors, t(61) = 2.48,
p = .016, d = 0.31; and seven monitors, t(61) = 3.01, p = .004, d = 0.38. There was also a main effect of VRMs Order, F(1, 60)
= 4.97, p = .03, g2

p = 0.076, reflecting that those participants who first drove with VRMs-on had lower overall speed than those
who started with VRMs-off (MOn?Off = 77.4 vs. MOff?On = 87.4 kph).

There was one two-way interaction, between Target Speed and VRMs Order, F(2, 120) = 3.11, p = .048, g2
p = 0.049. As can

be seen in Fig. 3, the effect of VRMs Order was greater, the higher the target speed. That is, VRMs increased perceived egos-



Fig. 3. Mean speeds (±SEs) for the three target speeds, for each VRMs Order group.
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peed more when aiming for 120 kph than when aiming for 40 kph – when expressed in the kph scale (i.e., 48.2–43.6 kph,
87.7–78.9 kph, and 126.2–111.9 kph). However, regarded as percentage of the perceived egospeed, the effect seems to be
more of a constant (i.e., 10%, 10%, and 11% lower speed from initial use of VRMs over the three target speeds).

There was a three-way interaction for VRMs � FoV � VRMs Order, F(2, 120) = 4.61, MSE = 75.21, p = .012, g2
p = 0.071, see

Fig. 4. The most striking aspects of the data pattern behind this interaction are as follows. Firstly, and most apparently, the
main effect of VRMs Order; such that the VRMs-first group drove generally slower by 10 kph. Secondly, the reverse order of
which VRMs condition produced the lowest speed at FoV-5. There, the pattern based on the descriptive statistics was such
that the VRMs-first group surprisingly drove slower in the (subsequent) VRMs-off condition (p = .06), whereas the VRMs-last
group drove slower in the VRMs-on condition (p = .28). This is contrary to what could be predicted from motion adaptation.
Thirdly, the greatest effect of FoV appeared for the VRMs-first group, where the smallest FoV (with three monitors, FoV-3)
resulted in higher speed than FoV-7, t(29) = 2.83, p = .008, d = 0.52; and FoV-5, t(29) = 2.68, p = .012, d = 0.49, whereas there
was no effect of FoV for the VRMs-last group.

There was also a three-way interaction for VRMs � Target Speed � VRMs Order: F(2, 120) = 6.38, MSE = 50.52, p = .002,
g2
p = 0.096, see Fig. 5. The most apparent aspects of this pattern are as follows. Firstly, and again, the main effect of VRMs

Order, such that the VRMs-first group drove generally slower. Secondly, the difference between the two groups increased
with target speed. There was no significant difference between the two VRMs Order groups in TS-40 (p = .16), but there
was in TS-80: t(60) = 2.08, p = .04, d = 0.53; and in TS-120: t(60) = 2.30, p = .025, d = 0.59. Thirdly, there was an effect of VRMs
only for the VRMs-first group, and only in the 40-kph condition, t(29) = 3.12, p = .004, d = 0.57, such that speed was slower
for the subsequent VRMs-off condition (which contradicts motion adaptation).
Fig. 4. Mean speeds (±SEs) by Field of View and VRMs conditions, for each VRMs Order group.



Fig. 5. Mean speeds (±SEs) by VRMs and Target Speed conditions, for each VRMs Order group.
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Finally, there was a four-way interaction (i.e., for all entered variables, including Target Speed), F(4, 240) = 3.51,
MSE = 24.95, p = .008, g2

p = 0.055. That is, Target Speed affected the combination of the three variables of theoretical interest.
This was mainly by magnification of the effects of the other variables at higher speeds, as additive effects (i.e., not propor-
tional effects) are tested by the ANOVA.

3.2. Pre–post comparisons

The pre–post comparisons, with only one monitor and no VRMs, are displayed in Fig. 6. A 2 � 3 � 2 split-plot factorial
ANOVA (Pre–Post � Target Speed � VRMs Order) yielded a main effect of Pre–Post, F(1, 60) = 12.46, MSE = 345.13, p = .001,
g2
p = 0.17 (d = 0.41), such that speed was slower at post (MPre = 100.7 kph; MPost = 93.9 kph). (Note: there was no indication

of a general tendency to decrease speed as a function of time in the main experiment,M1st half = 83.8 kph vs.M2nd half = 83.1, t
[60] = 1.00, p = .32.) This suggests that previous exposure to richer cues to speed (frommore energy-based cues by three, five,
and seven monitors, and more distinct rhythm-based cues from VRMs) counteracts motion adaptation. More than this, it also
enhances speed perception, such that motion in a very small FoV then can be perceived more sensitively and accurately.
These results with enhanced speed perception in conditions without VRMs after prior exposure to conditions with active
VRMs (that provided richer cues to speed) are similar to effects from research on speech perception in noise (Lidestam,
Moradi, Pettersson, & Ricklefs, 2014; Moradi, Lidestam, Ng, Danielsson, & Rönnberg, 2019; Moradi, Lidestam, & Rönnberg,
2016; Moradi, Wahlin, Hällgren, Rönnberg, & Lidestam, 2017). Specifically, exposure to perceptually relatively well-
Fig. 6. Mean speeds (±SEs) by Pre–Post and Target Speed conditions, for each VRMs Order group.
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defined audiovisual stimuli (as compared to the same stimuli presented in auditory-only format) improved subsequent
auditory-only speech-in-noise identification of new stimuli. Hypothetically, initial rich sensory stimulation facilitates sub-
sequent feature extraction, whereby the sensitivity to weak signal features is enhanced. As such this ‘‘perceptual doping”
effect resembles perceptual learning, but it differs from the general case of perceptual learning by showing generalizability
between tasks (e.g., phoneme identification to sentence repetition, with different voices) and modalities (from audiovisual to
auditory perception). Also, the enhanced perceptual performance requires the training stimuli to be perceptually more dis-
tinct than the test stimuli, whereas training with stimuli of similar or lower perceptual distinctiveness is ineffective
(Lidestam et al., 2014; 2016; Moradi et al., 2019); and this is similar to the present results on speed perception.

There was also a main effect of VRMs Order, F(1, 60) = 4.26, MSE = 1719.20, p = .043, g2
p = 0.066, such that the VRMs-first

group drove slower than the VRMs-last group (Mfirst = 92.8 kph; Mlast = 101.7 kph), which also is indicative of counteracted
motion adaptation and perceptual doping. The main effect of Target Speed was F(2, 120) = 926.19, MSE = 251.68, p < .001,
g2
p = 0.94, with distinctly separate levels (see Fig. 6).

There was a two-way interaction between Pre–Post and VRMs Order, F(1, 60) = 7.75, MSE = 345.13, p = .007, g2
p = 0.114,

with the VRMs-first group lower at post, t(28) = 4.85, p < .001, d = 0.90, whereas the VRMs-last group did not differ between
pre and post (p = .63). There was also a two-way interaction between Pre–Post and Target Speed, F(2, 120) = 3.57,
MSE = 77.69, p = .021, g2

p = 0.062. This reflects that the difference between pre and post was accentuated at lower target
speed, such that the lower the target speed, the greater the speed decrease from pre to post. TS-40 (i.e., 40 kph target speed)
yielded t(61) = 5.55, p < .001, d = 0.71; TS-80 t(61) = 3.15, p = .003, d = 0.40; whereas TS-120 did not differ between pre and
post (p = .32). Expressed as proportional difference compared to the highest speed (at pre), the difference was 16%, 7%, and
2%, respectively. This is interesting, since the pattern in the data from the main experiment was such that proportional
effects generally were relatively constant across target speeds. Thus, it seems that overall, the greatest transfer effect from
the experimental conditions with more cues from optic flow (i.e., with 3, 5, and 7 monitors, with and without VRMs) to the
post measurement with the least cues from optic flow (i.e., with 1 monitor, and VRMs off) was obtained at low target speed
(i.e., 40 kph). When comparing grand mean speeds for the target speed conditions in the main experiment to the post-
measurement data, this trend is even more apparent, as the mean difference at TS-40 was 2.9 kph (6%) whereas it was
19.8 kph (14%) at TS-120. We speculate that the edge-rate based information provided by road markings, which was aug-
mented by VRMs, provide good affordance (cf. Gibson, 1950) in the narrow FoV that the one-monitor condition provides.
In fact, at 40 kph, the tempo of the 3 + 9 m road center lines is 56 bpm (beats per minute), which is an easy pace to keep,
since it is only a fraction slower than one beat per second, and similar to the learned tactic for keeping distance (from driving
schools). Further, as speed increases, the pace of the road markings becomes more difficult to process, as it becomes too fast
and deviates from the learned ”internal pace-tapping” tempo, such that the egospeed processing mode is switched from
explicit to implicit, using flow-based cues. This, however, probably results in underestimations of egospeed.

A three-way interaction (Pre–Post � Target Speed � VRMs Order) was also yielded, F(2, 120) = 3.57,MSE = 77.77, p = .031,
g2
p = 0.056. The main explanation for this is that for the VRMs-first group speed decreased from pre to post in a parallel fash-

ion for all three target speed levels; TS-40: t(29) = 5.33, p < .001, d = 0.97; TS-80: t(29) = 4.75, p < .001, d = 0.87; TS-120: t(29)
= 2.70, p = .01, d = 0.49. However, for the VRMs-last group, speed decreased from pre to post only at TS-40, t(31) = 2.91,
p = .007, d = 0.51; while it did not significantly differ between pre and post for TS-80 and TS-120. It could be speculated that
the earlier stronger support for edge-based processing (i.e., VRMs-on during the first half for the VRMs-first group) percep-
tually doped those participants to maintain sensitivity to the road markings better than was the case for the VRMs-last
group, such that the road markings could easier be used for edge-based processing at higher speeds.

3.3. Questionnaire data

Ratings of motion sickness were generally low, M = 13.2, SD = 17.6, range = 0–72%, and no participant withdrew due to
motion sickness. With regard to use of an explicit tactic to keep the correct velocity, 35 participants (56%) reported that they
used one. In most cases this tactic was to count the number of seconds between delineator posts.

4. Summary and conclusions

In sum, there was a main effect of FoV, such that a narrow FoV (three monitors) resulted in higher speed than five and
seven monitors. There was also a main effect of VRMs Order, as well as interactions with VRMs Order, in both the main
experiment and the pre–post comparisons. The main effect of VRMs Order in the main experiment suggests that for those
who were initially exposed to VRMs during the first VRMs block, with its rich and distinct cues for edge-based processing,
perceived speed as relatively fast and therefore initially drove slow during the first VRMs block (M = 78.2 kph, i.e., nonsignif-
icant from the ideal mean target speed of 80 kph, t[28] = 0.67, p = .51). Then, in the second VRMs block, when VRMs were
switched off, they remained at low speed, even though the distinct cues for edge-rate processing were absent (M = 76.7
kph, i.e., nonsignificant from the ideal 80 kph, t[28] = 1.12, p = .27). On the other hand, those participants who drove the first
VRMs block without VRMs, drove faster during the first VRMs block (M = 87.0 kph, i.e., significantly faster than the mean
ideal target speed of 80 kph, t[31] = 2.42, p = .02, d = 0.43). Then, during the second VRMs block, when VRMs were switched
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on, they remained at the same speed level in spite of the engaged VRMs (M = 87.8 kph, i.e., still faster than the ideal mean
target speed of 80 kph, t[31] = 2.32, p = .03, d = 0.41). A hypothesis to why speed did not decrease for this group in the second,
VRMs-on block, is that they may have used the delineator posts as edge-rate cues. Even though the instruction was intended
to minimize explicit mode of processing, 21 out of 62 questionnaires mentioned using delineator posts for speed estimation.
If participants then already were in a more explicit mode of processing of these rhythmic cues, then VRMs cues would be
redundant.

The pre–post comparison, where only one monitor and no VRMs were used, showed decreased speed after performing the
experimental conditions. This suggests a perceptual doping effect from the exposure to richer cues from optic flow and edge-
based cues in the main experiment, such that the subsequent and very restricted FoV elicited a more sensitive and correct
perception of egospeed.

The effect of VRMs Order suggests that after being primed with richer optic flow, sensitivity to the motion cues remains
high. Alternatively, it means that rhythm-based perception is favored – at least as long as distinct cues are available, and at a
convenient pace. The main effect of VRMs Order was obtained in both analyses (i.e., for the main experiment and for the pre–
post comparison). As such, the optic field-richness priming effect got corroborated by convergent results. The main effect of
FoV is mainly attributed to the narrow FoV provided by three monitors.

Experiment 1 favored a more rhythm-based processing, since the task was to find and keep three different levels of target
speed. Although instructions were given to minimize rhythm-based processing, questionnaire responses indicated that
many participants nevertheless counted the pace of delineator posts. It is likely that many participants used this tactic
but chose not to report this. Possibly, this could explain the nonsignificant main effect for VRMs. The pace of delineator posts,
50 m apart, is quite different from the pace of the road center line (3 + 9 m) which is displayed by the VRMs, and these tem-
pos may be difficult to translate. At 80 kph, the tempo of the delineator posts is about 27 bpm (i.e., one post after just a little
more than every two seconds); for the road center line, the pace is about 111 bpm (i.e., almost two lines per second).

In sum, instructing the participants to match target speed can be assumed to invoke rhythm-based processing due to the
task characteristics. When trying to keep to a specific speed, most licensed drivers spontaneously count the rhythm of delin-
eator posts, that is also what was taught in driving schools. Exact estimations (such as of an exact speed) favor more system-
atic processing, but systematic processing generally comes with the cost of more attentional processing. We assumed that
driving at preferred speed would favor processing less dependent on attention. We further assumed that such processing
would draw more upon energy-based motion perception and be more affected by manipulations of FoV and VRMs.

5. Experiment 2

5.1. Purpose

The purpose was to test effects of FoV extent and VRMs on preferred speed, which hypothetically is predominantly based
on energy-based speed perception. The effect of repeated exposure was also tested by comparing replicates; increased speed
as a function of replicates would indicate motion adaptation; decreased speed would indicate a more general perceptual
learning effect. (More specific inferences about perceptual doping were however not possible due to the design, since all
levels of cues for speed perception by FoV and VRMs were completely balanced across replicates.)

5.2. Participants

A total of n = 51 (25 male, 26 female) students were recruited via student e-mail lists (i.e., as in Experiment 1),
M = 25.3 years, SD = 5.0 years, range 19–43 years. Of these, n = 23 (9 male, 14 female) were familiarized participants, that
is, had participated in at least one previous experiment in the same simulator setup. (Previous training in the simulator
may generally increase sensitivity to speed and thereby reduce error variance, primarily between subjects, cf. Hill &
Salzman, 2012.) Their mean age was M = 25.8 years, SD = 5.4 years, range 23–43 years. The rest, n = 28 (16 male, 12 female)
were novel participants (i.e., who had not participated in any previous experiment in the same simulator). Their mean age
wasM = 25.3 years, SD = 4.7 years, range 19–41 years. Participation was rewarded with cinema tickets and written informed
consent was obtained.

5.3. Procedure

Information about the experiment was first given and information for informed consent was presented verbally and in
text. In the first baseline sequence, novel participants were instructed to wait until they felt adapted to the simulator before
pressing the button for recording preferred speed.

The scenario for the simulation was the same as in Experiment 1, with the same rural road, road markings, delineator
posts, VRMs, et cetera. The main difference was that in Experiments 1 all new trials (conditions) after the first one begun
when the car was moving, then by a new target speed being presented. In Experiment 2, all new trials started with the
car standing still, on the same starting point on the road. The task was to accelerate the car up to preferred speed, indicate
preferred speed by pressing a button, and keep the preferred speed for eight seconds. A blue square was presented at the
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bottom of the monitor until the button had been pressed, as a reminder and feedback. Then the view was faded. There were
26 trials in total (2 baseline trials with five monitors and no VRMs, then 4 FoV conditions � 2 VRMs conditions � 3 repli-
cates). There were 12 counter-balanced presentation orders (with regard to 1, 3, 5, and 7 monitors; and FoV off vs. on). Every
fourth trial after the two baseline trials was with five monitors, in order to allow the baseline FoV condition as reference with
equal interval for all. Every second five-monitor condition was with VRMs, and this was also counter balanced.

5.4. Design

The full design was 4 � 2 � 3 � 2 (FoV � VRMs � Replicate � Prior Experience) split-plot factorial, with quasi-
randomized presentation order. Prior Experience was between subjects; all other variables were repeated measures. Anal-
yses were made to test effects over the FoV range in a stepwise fashion: first the full range of FoV with 1–7 monitors was
tested, then 3–7 monitors, and finally 5–7 monitors. The dependent variable was the participant’s mean speed driven for
eight seconds from when she or he pressed a button to indicate that preferred speed was reached.

5.5. Results and discussion

First, correlations between momentary speed when pressing the button and the average speed over the eight second
speed-maintenance phase were tested, for the averages of the three replicates (five for five monitors and no VRMs, as this
was presented twice as baseline). The 8 correlations for these 16 conditions ranged between r = 0.97 and r = 0.98. Average
speed was thus chosen as sole measure for further analyses. The difference between novel and familiarized participants
at baseline (i.e., the mean of the two baseline conditions with five monitors and no VRMs) was nonsignificant, t(49)
= 1.38, p = .17 (Mnovel = 112.0 kph; Mfamiliarized = 122.6 kph).

Effects with 1–7 monitors. For tests of effects over the full range of FoV, a 4 � 2 � 3 � 2 split-plot factorial ANOVA was
used. There was a main effect of FoV, F(3, 147) = 51.87, MSE = 302.54, p < .001, g2

p = 0.51, replicating Experiment 1, such that
the greater the extent of FoV, the lower the speed (see Fig. 7), with an overall mean difference of 15.7 kph between one and
seven monitors. (Note, however, that the effect of FoV in Experiment 2 was much stronger than in Experiment 1 by compar-
ison of F values and effect sizes.) A novel finding was the main effect of VRMs, which had not been obtained in Experiment 1,
F(1, 49) = 18.86, MSE = 418.72, p < .001, g2

p = 0.28. That is, VRMs resulted in lower speed, with an overall mean difference of

5.1 kph. There was also a main effect of Replicate, F(2, 98) = 13.16, MSE = 400.47, p < .001, g2
p = 0.21, meaning that speed

decreased throughout the experiment (MR1 = 115.6 kph; MR2 = 110.9 kph; MR3 = 108.4 kph). Post hoc tests revealed that
all three differences were significant; R1–R2 t(50) = 3.65, p = .001, d = 0.51; R1–R3 t(50) = 4.16, p < .001, d = 0.58; R2–R3 t
(50) = 2.50, p = .024, d = 0.33. The effect of Replicate suggests perceptual learning. There was no main effect of Prior Experi-
ence (p = .07, g2

p = 0.07), but the tendency was that participants with prior experience drove faster. It can be speculated that
they felt more confident with the driving experience than the novel participants did.

There were two two-way interactions. First, VRMs � Prior Experience: F(1, 49) = 4.50, MSE = 418.72, p = .039, g2
p = 0.08.

There was a simple effect for novel participants, F(1, 27) = 18.50, MSE = 524.29, p < .001, g2
p = 0.41; but no simple effect for

familiarized participants (p = .08). This suggests that familiarized drivers had less effect of VRMs from having adopted a more
explicit mode of processing based on edge-rate, whereas the novel participants had not, and instead used the ”lazier” mode
of processing. That is, since delineator posts were present, it is possible that they affected egospeed processing for the famil-
iarized participants and thereby reduced the effect of VRMs (which provide distinct edge-rate cues, but at a quite different
Fig. 7. Mean speeds (±SEs) by Field of View and VRMs conditions, for each Prior Experience group.
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tempo). The other two-way interaction was between FoV and VRMs, F(3, 147) = 5.49, MSE = 131.72, p = .001, g2
p = 0.10. There

were simple effects of FoV at both levels of VRMs, at p < .001. Here the main explanation for the interaction was the greater
difference between the two levels of VRMs at FoV-1 (Mdiff = 9.9 kph, p < .001) as compared to at FoV-7 (Mdiff = 2.3 kph,
p = .08). The greater effect of the VRMs when FoV was restricted to only one monitor is logical; in this condition, the VRMs
were the only source of motion cues for peripheral vision. In comparison, in the seven-monitor condition, there was rich
motion information available in extreme-peripheral FoV.

There was also a three-way interaction, FoV � VRMs � Prior Experience: F(3, 147) = 3.07,MSE = 131.72, p = .030, g2
p = 0.06.

In addition to the main effects and two-way interactions above, this reveals that the interaction between FoV and VRMs was
primarily due to the novel participants, where this interaction was significant, F(3, 81) = 6.03, MSE = 162.57, p = .001,
g2
p = 0.18, with effect of VRMs on all four levels of FoV, p < .01 (and simple effect of FoV on both levels of VRMs, p < .001).

In contrast, the interaction was nonsignificant for the familiarized participants, p = .08. Thus, the greatest effect of VRMs
on the one-monitor FoV condition, with the smallest FoV, was to the major part due to the large effect (Mdiff = 14.8 kph,
d = 0.78) for the novel participants. Hypothetically, the greater effect of VRMs in this narrow-FoV condition for the novel par-
ticipants is because of extended flow-field information offered by the VRMs, and that this was used for energy-based pro-
cessing. On the other hand, the familiarized participants were more likely to use rhythm-based processing based on the
rate of passing delineator posts by habit. Since the delineator posts were available in the one-monitor FoV condition, this
may have sufficed to trigger a level of saturation when this rhythm exceeded a certain frequency (at 130 kph it was 43 bpm).

Effects with 3–7 monitors. In the FoV range of 3–7 monitors, the main effect of FoV was F(2, 98) = 3.96, MSE = 156.24,
p = .022, g2

p = 0.07; a smaller effect than for the full range of 1–7 monitors, since the greatest impact of FoV on speed was
with the very narrow FoV as provided by one monitor, with lower speed the greater the extent of FoV. The main effect of
VRMs was F(1, 49) = 10.92, MSE = 284.95, p = .002, g2

p = 0.18; a slightly smaller effect than for 1–7 monitors since here too
the greatest effect was in the one-monitor condition. The effect of Replicate was F(2, 98) = 14.07, MSE = 301.13, p < .001,
g2
p = 0.22 (i.e., later trials, lower speed, see Fig. 7). As compared to the full range of FoV, the effect of Prior Experience was

now nonsignificant (p = .07); as was VRMs � Prior Experience (p = .19).
Effects with 5–7 monitors. Finally, in the comparison between the condition that most resembles the FoV in a standard

car with full view forward and laterally (i.e., five monitors) and the condition that simulates low windows in the front doors
(i.e., seven monitors), the effect of FoV was F(1, 49) = 15.28,MSE = 79.87, p < .001, g2

p = 0.24 (see also Fig. 7). That is, the richer
motion-flow information from extreme-peripheral vision decreased speed. VRMs also had an effect, F(1, 49) = 7.95,
MSE = 172.22, p = .007, g2

p = 0.14. In other words, the effect of VRMs exists under the FoV conditions resembling real-life driv-
ing, and even though motion flow from the simulated low front-door windows was included in the analysis. The effect of
VRMs on five monitors was t(50) = 4.18, p < .001, d = 0.58; the effect on seven monitors was t(50) = 1.79, p = .08, d = 0.25.
The main effect of Prior Experience was nonsignificant, F(1, 49) = 3.52, MSE = 8026.17, p = .066, g2

p = 0.07. However, separate
tests for the two Prior Experience groups revealed that VRMs had an effect in the seven-monitor condition for the novel par-
ticipants, t(27) = 3.25, p = .003, d = 0.61, whereas the effect for the familiarized participants was nonsignificant (p = .56). It is
suggested that this reflects an effect of habitual edge-rate based and more explicit mode of processing in the familiarized
participants. The effect of Replicate was F(2, 98) = 12.50, MSE = 222.40, p < .001, g2

p = 0.20, showing lower speed for later tri-
als, which suggests perceptual learning.

6. Summary and conclusions

Experiment 2 used preferred speed as dependent variable, and as expected this resulted in much stronger effects of FoV
and VRMs. The results thereby support the assumption that preferred speed predominantly elicits energy-based processing,
whereas target speed predominantly elicits rhythm-based processing. The interaction effects involving prior experience sug-
gest that rhythm-based processing persists after having participated when the task was to match target speeds. A similar
pattern of results from FoV and VRMs was obtained for a normal student population in the same task, albeit with sound, with
synchronized sound as if the tire noise echoed back from the VRMs when passing them (Lidestam, 2019). This pattern is also
similar to the results from drivers with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in Lidestam and Thorslund (2019).
Thus, both force of habit from previously matching target speeds and additional sound to VRMs may possibly elicit rhythm-
based processing. The apparent predominance of rhythm-based processing in drivers with ADHD may be a consequence of
deficient time perception (e.g., Smith, Taylor, Rogers, Newman, & Rubia, 2002).

The effect of replicate is suggestive of a more general perceptual learning effect, since speed decreased in later trials. More
specific conclusions about perceptual doping are not possible, since the comparison is over all conditions of FoV and VRMs
and hence all levels of cues for speed perception.

7. General discussion

Extent of the optic flow in terms of FoV affected perceived speed in both experiments, both as a strong main effect and in
interactions. The effect of FoV was consistent such that greater FoV horizontally (comparisons between 1, 3, and 5 monitors)
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as well as vertically–peripherally (5 vs. 7 monitors) yielded faster perceived egospeed as reflected in lower driving speed. The
effect of FoV extent compared vertically–peripherally-only may be novel, as no previous studies reporting on this compar-
ison were found in the literature. The differences in FoV horizontally replicated previous studies (e.g., Brandt et al., 1973;
Lestienne et al., 1977; Osaka, 1988; Salvatore, 1969), and the combined effect in both vertical and horizontal orientation
replicates Pretto et al. (2009). Extent of the optic flow in terms of VRMs also affected perceived egospeed. There was a strong
main effect of VRMs as well as interactions with VRMs in Experiment 2. The effect of VRMs was significant even in the con-
dition with the greatest FoV (seven monitors) for the novel participants. In Experiment 1 there was a main effect of VRMs
Order for the pre–post comparison. VRMs order was also part of interactions in Experiment 1.

An aspect related to the above-mentioned amount and type of visual motion cues is visual distinctiveness. Snowden,
Stimpson, and Ruddle (1998) showed that fog causes speed underestimation, as it affects how distinctly the components
in the visual flow are seen. Pretto, Bresciani, Rainer, and Bülthoff (2012) specified this further. They used a uniform contrast
reduction of the visual scene (i.e., distance-independent reduction of visibility) similar to that used by Snowden et al. (1998)
and replicated underestimation of speed and higher driving speed. Notably, although the use of uniform contrast reduction is
in line with basic vision research, it is not representative of driving in real fog. Consequently, Pretto et al. (2012) used the
more natural or more common fog condition by having distance-dependent contrast reduction with increasingly reduced
visibility with greater distance, which resulted in an overestimation of speed and a lower driving speed. Furthermore, an
‘‘anti-fog” was used that involved the inverse visibility of the fog with distinctive visual features in the more distant area
and increasingly reduced visibility with reduced distance (poor visibility in near regions). The results showed lower esti-
mated speed in anti-fog than in clear visibility and fog, with highest driving speed in anti-fog followed by lower speed in
good visibility and lowest driving speed in fog. Their conclusion was that the spatial variation in visibility affects speed per-
ception, suggesting a mechanism of relative speed contrast in which the distinctiveness of features in the visual periphery
relative to in the central field determines whether over- or underestimation of speed occurs. Thus, given the 20% underes-
timation of speed in real driving (Schütz et al., 2015) and the results of Pretto et al., it is conceivable that an increased FoV in
good visibility and presentation of proper rhythmic cues (cf. edge rate) in the visual periphery especially in low visibility (i.e.,
increasing relative speed-contrast) might produce more accurate (i.e., higher) speed estimates and therefore lower driving
speeds.

Speed perception appears to be affected by both energy-based and rhythm-based processing. Experiment 1 tested effects
on speed perception with three target speeds, and with relatively small effects of FoV and no significant effects of VRMs.
Experiment 2 tested effects on speed perception with preferred speed, with much greater effects of FoV and VRMs. Further,
it appears that the familiarized participants had acquired the tactic to attend to the rhythm from the regular objects and
maintained this in Experiment 2. (Preferred speed is therefore recommended for future studies, even though target speeds
should still be used as a complement due to its realistic task demands resembling on-road driving, where there usually are
speed limits.) The results are tentative with regard to whether energy-based or feature-based speed was predominantly
used, and under which conditions. The use of delineator posts and participants becoming familiarized with the driving task
and visual layout of the experiments confounded the results. That is, cues for edge-rate processing were present in all con-
ditions, and it may be assumed that after having used rhythm-based perception, this persisted as long as the same rhythmic
cues were available, and as long as the rhythm was convenient. Then, introduction of more distinct rhythmic cues (VRMs)
would have little or no effect. The results suggest that delineator posts provided a useful rhythm, and that the rhythm from
road center lines could be used if target speed was no higher than 40 kph, which is equivalent to 56 bpm (i.e., [667 m/min]/
[9 + 3 m]). A recommendation for future studies is to more distinctly dissociate support for energy-based and rhythm-based
perception by removing both delineator posts and road center lines, and thereby hypothetically be more successful at evok-
ing energy-based perception based on the optic flow-field. Based on the results in the present experiments, VRMs may sup-
port both rhythm-based and energy-based perception for estimating own speed.

There was no indication of motion adaptation. On the contrary, both experiments showed that sensitivity to motion can
be increased, which indicates perceptual learning. In Experiment 1, mean speed decreased from baseline (pre) to after the
main experiment (post) in the narrow-FoV one-monitor condition, suggesting perceptual doping. The main effect of VRMs
order and the interactions with VRMs order in Experiment 1 also suggest perceptual doping. The main effect of replicate
in Experiment 2 showed that speed decreased successively, after exposure to varying conditions of FoV and VRMs, including
the maximum amount of motion cues (i.e., seven monitors and VRMs switched on), demonstrating a more general percep-
tual learning effect.

The practical implications are that VRMs and larger side windows may be a way to provide naturalistic and intuitive feed-
back on speed in the vein of direct perception (Gibson, 1950, 1979) as compared to commonly used iconic feedback. Both
these design aspects provide flow-field based information (e.g., continuous motion and parallax) and non-flow-field based
cues (e.g., edge rate). Since driving speed is generally underestimated (Schütz et al., 2015) and since speed perception is
affected by visual distinctiveness (Snowden et al., 1998; Pretto et al., 2012), use of increased FoV by larger side windows
should be effective to counteract this underestimation in good visibility, and presentation of proper rhythmic cues by VRMs
for peripheral vision should be effective in low visibility (e.g., darkness, fog). Compared to iconic feedback, naturalistic feed-
back does not require directed visual attention and decoding for closing the sensation–action loop (van Erp, 2007). Therefore,
the driver’s adaptation to proper speed should be facilitated; especially for inexperienced drivers; drivers who are not very
familiar with the specific car; and with cars being very comfortable in that they successfully reduce sound, bodily pressure
and vibration, and even non-visual linear and angular acceleration. With such naturalistic and intuitive feedback, the driving
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task would also be less cognitively demanding, and thereby spare resources for detecting hazards and for paying attention to
other information that modern advanced vehicle interfaces provide. As the number of semi-autonomous vehicles in traffic
increases, it may become important that the driver, while letting the car drive itself, retains situation awareness (Endsley,
1995) such that active control over the vehicle can be reassumed as quickly as possible, without error. Rich and naturalistic
feedback on speed from mainly peripheral or ambient optic flow can be assumed to inform the driver regardless of percep-
tual load (cf. Santangelo & Spence, 2007; see also Kittiwongsunthorn, Kovac, & Kushi, n.d.; Kooi & Mosch, 2006). Finally, the
practical consequences of the perceptual doping effects are that interfaces based on rich motion-flow cues such as by VRMs
do not need to be constantly engaged. The desired effect of improved speed perception can possibly be obtained with only
initial exposure. That is, such an interface could use faded feedback, which could possibly increase the drivers’ acceptance for
the interface. It could also be favorable to vary the brightness of the VRMs for implicitly affecting speed adaptation, for
instance by successively and smoothly increasing brightness as a function of speeding.
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